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Scalamandré presents the Rhythm & Line Inlaid Wallcovering Collection; an assortment of modern, dynamic surfaces celebrating geometry and material play. Using artisanal processes, this diverse group offers a range of fresh, contemporary looks in wood veneer, sisal, metallics and more. Inspired by biophilia, or the human connection to the patterns of nature, these inlaid wallcoverings add a sense of rhythm to any space.

Cover: ELSIE DE WOLFE, MUIR WOODS and BOULEVARD CORD.
Featuring SHENYANG LINEN PRINT
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TEMPO
6 COLORWAYS (SC WP88459)

CADENCE
5 COLORWAYS (SC WP88460)

LEGATO
4 COLORWAYS (SC WP88461)

GLISSANDO
6 COLORWAYS (SC WP88473)

ALLEGRO – SISAL
4 COLORWAYS (SC WP88471)

ALLEGRO – WOOD
4 COLORWAYS (SC WP88480)

FORTE – SISAL
1 COLORWAY (SC WP88479)

FORTE – WOOD
4 COLORWAYS (SC WP88472)

MEZZO – SISAL
3 COLORWAYS (SC WP88463)

MEZZO – WOOD
3 COLORWAYS (SC WP88462)

LIBRO – WOVEN
5 COLORWAYS (SC WP88474)

LIBRO – WOOD
4 COLORWAYS (SC WP88475)
HIVE – ABACA
3 COLORWAYS (SC WP88469)

HIVE – SISAL
1 COLORWAY (SC WP88468)

HIVE – SLUB
4 COLORWAYS (SC WP88470)

HIVE – WOOD
3 COLORWAYS (SC WP88467)

HEXAD
5 COLORWAYS (SC WP88476)

ANDANTE
5 COLORWAYS (SC WP88477)

CAPRICCIO
11 COLORWAYS (SC WP88481)

WOODGRAIN
14 COLORWAYS (SC WP88478)

STACCATO – ABACA
2 COLORWAYS (SC WP88466)

STACCATO – ABACA & SISAL
2 COLORWAYS (SC WP88464)

STACCATO – SISAL
2 COLORWAYS (SC WP88465)